LOYALTY has strong meaning. Only men of character can measure

—

Air Force

The Army Air Force was known, joyfully, by trinity, as the Texas
volunteer, for the job. And so many of them were from Texas that
we're perhaps a national pride, parochial, national, and summer was a
you people to fight for right and liberty. In the war just past,

In the recent years very one has seen the eagerness of

Texas-KansasWyoming, surrounded, and standing alone.

They were in the same position as Kirby Smith's Army of the
South when it was defeated to stooping and

loyalty to a cause and to principles is a thing to be proud of.

Such were defending the principles to which they were loyal. Such

Texans under General Kirby Smith still were fighting.

It was no accident of history that long after appointment, the

right until the end when others had stopped.

have been the ones to fight, to fight hardest, and to

had to defend our heritage of liberty, the men of Texas have

on every occasion for the past 100 years when Americans have


LOYALTY and Texans never have, and never could be, accused of

which Texans are sensitive. They should be, for the subject is

The subject I will deal with for the next few minutes is one about

Ladies and Gentlemen of Texas
To what exactly, have you given your loyalty?

Those who commit crimes committed within the boundaries of your State, to your Judges to try and convict or acquit.

For the rights of your parents, senators, police, to capture for the rights of Texans to run their own affairs.

Great State.

I know that you in Texas are the kind of people who believe in your history, and that the Democratic Party has stood for the rights of States Rights Democracy - that the Democratic Party has stood for the rights of the people of Texas. Because Texans have become involved with a discussion of the loyalty of this presidential campaign in the year 1948 has here in your history and are willing to take a stand for them.

Your courts are executed and justice is upheld.
since the days Thomas Jefferson walked among us, shall we ever again see to it that the Democratic system of local self-government which has been the life-blood of our nation has been or always will be, the guiding light of the nation?

We are determined that our present government shall be one our children can be proud of.

We are determined with every ballot they cast True Democrats are gone to continue to support those principles or fear of defeat, your battle is what brought you into the Democratic Party in the first place. It was the Democratic principles which appealed to your heart. It was what you believed in, and the very strength of
Do not confuse the principles of government with the actual facts. They are not interchangeable, nor are the principles of any kind. These are legal, moral, and political. We have been described as a few, but we are many. Democratic principles have never been known, nor have they ever been applied to hold hands with the majority.

The minority are the true Democrats, and the majority are the followers. The minority was stolen from us.

We did not desert the party. The party was stolen from us.

Our ancestors, and the only true successors, to call our Democratic Party to the same principles that distinguished them. We are the breed of men our forefathers were, and we are loyal to the same states, and we are known as States' Rights Democrats. But that is as it is decreed, to our names have been changed again.

Because we are not strangers in our midst, have stolen the

Democratic Party.
To obtain the few thousand votes controlled by these northerners, even

"A duty
directors instead of responsible to you for the way he performs the
laws to make your service responsible to a Washington police
and from the employer the right to hire men who best suited him;
worker's right to find a job on the basis of his fitness alone;
you when you vote at the polls! Laws which would take from the
of all races! Laws which would set federal agents enforcing
laws to abolish racial segregation and be fostered into a milestone
of life of the people in the South - laws which would force
federal congress enact more laws to turn upside-down the way
the bosses tell them that will come if the
endure only among the brave and free.

work; that property comes from thrift and industry; that liberty
Good American virtues - that success comes through hard
their leaders do not even try to teach them the values of

care nothing about patriotism and know nothing about democracy.

's truth. In these areas are packed a few thousand voters who also
political influence in a few jam-packed blocks of some big-city
they keep their hold as a ward boss and continue to control
kind of rights for anyone. All they are interested in is that
"CIVIL RIGHTS" but it deceives no one. They do not care about any

They have wrapped around themselves a shroud while they called
stock, and hungry.

First and foremost in the news of Valley Forge - Released, could they call the statesmen, "loyalists." Another group and patriotic, continued to support the tyrannical leaders of King George, and in various political deals, profligacy and corruption. They continued to support the tyrannical leaders of King George, and even when patriotism was one of their concepts and suggested -- where "loyalty" held them, the group sat in the blue prices.

In those times, there were two groups of people, dedicated to their country.

Today's discussions about where in the news loyalty makes me think.

prepared to work for what you said you just say.

States Rights Democrats, Truman and the crowd no longer even.

Because of the convention that you paid for, the group is the networked group which you Texas Democrats said in your political scene today, only one group still standing up and with the situation existing, there is on the American.

Party always has insisted must remain core of our homes.

united effort, to take from us those rights which the democracy.

the Republicans and with the Wallace Renescence in a determined,

has meant to us throughout our lives.
If we stand together solidly, as we always have stood, we will

as a system of liberty under law

THIS LAND

we are God's children, and in our government to preserve our government

the Atlantic Ocean, and win the millions of Americans throughout

the Allegheny Mountains, from the Quadrate Mountains to

in November, will be on the side of their Southern brothers from

confident, that the Democrats of Texas, when the showdown comes

leaders and gentlemen, I hope, and knowing your history, I am

casting an overwhelming vote for the States Rights Democrats.

Democratic Parties, there will be other states/joining in

support to Governor Wright and me, and this includes regular

to stand alone. The Democrats of many states have pledged their

principles if I had to stand alone, but thank God I do not have

I am a loyal Democrat, I would stand for my Democrat

reputation

God forbid that now we come here should disown that

fought there for principles, and who came away with their honor

unwashed by shady deals, where the Southern Democrats have made a profoundly

in the last few months? Southern Democrats have made a profound

In the last few months Southern Democrats have made a profound

uttered by shady deale,

already, even in the North, the most estuated writers and leaders/

So let it be today.
the skilled workers. The skilled workers are closely allied to the march

We can win this fight.

that we'll save us from oppression.

deserve the contributions, or an authoritative voice in concorse.

In January, whether have a president who will defend those then
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